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**Topic 1: Impedance spectroscopy: from simple ohmmeters to 3D-tomography**
Lecture covers measurement solutions, instrumentation and applications, including:
- historical notes,
- synthesis of the intelligent excitation signals;
- "lock-in" analog and/or digital signal processing of the dynamic response signals (DFT and alternatives);
- examples of implementation of measurement solutions in various instruments and applications (bio-impedance, electro-mechanical and other impedances);
- contactless eddy current measurement: methods and applications;
- electrical impedance tomography (EIT) - a future in the impedance spectroscopy?

**Topic 2: Eddy current measurements for characterization of materials and tissues**
Eddy current (EC) measurements, in the simplest case using the measurement coil “above” the object under test and impedance measurement device, can characterize various structure (like metals, e.g. a 1€ coin), and bio-objects (like inductive monitoring of cardio-respiratory activities of the patient).
Questions covered are: introduction to EC measurements; historical notes, multi-frequency measurement of depth profiles of objects; various single-, dual- and multiple-coil setups and probes; analytical and FEM-forward and reverse modelling of EC; various -to characterize metals, composites, bio- and medical applications; instrumentation aspects: impedance and inductive measurement devices suitable for EC; challenges of magnetic-induction-tomography (MIT).
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